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The objective of this research was to find implementation By Law Of Number 09 year 2011 about System Management Of Partisipative Development. There are several things becoming parameter in measuring implementation, namely integrity of used sumberdaya, quality of execution of step of planning, relation pattern between stakeholder and also constraints faced in course of implementation. This is study very useful to evaluate execution of Perda Number 09 year 2011. In this research of researcher use method qualitative with descriptive analysis that is with planning process from Deliberation Planning Of Development Of Orchard (Musrenbangdus), Special Deliberation of Woman (MKP), Deliberation Planning of Development of Countryside (Musrenbangdes) and Deliberation Planning of Development of District (Musrenbangcam) The conclusion of this research is that Deliberation of Development Planning in Orchard still be carried out and less be maximal. If document RPJM- Des, Musrebangdus needn't is again executed. In this deliberation is dominant of its role is KPMD. Special Deliberation of woman (MKP) have been executed by according to Perda Number 09 year 2011. Dominant stakeholder is Fasilitator PNPM-MPD, because concept MKP of result of adoption from PNPM-MPD. Just only which still become the constraint is not yet its his maximal is sterelisasi of forum MKP from men circle. Deliberation of Development Planning in Countryside have been executed by according to Perda Number 09 year 2011. In Musrenbangdes, have been done/conducted by compilation of priority scale from entire/all
defrayal element. Dominant stakeholder is countryside head of because as organizer and knowing a lot of information. about defrayal source. Deliberation of Development Planning in Subdistrict have been executed by according to Perda Number 09 year 2011. In Musrenbang subdistrict, have been conducted by compilation of priority scale from entire defrayal element. Dominant stakeholder is countryside head, elite figure and woman group of because those who majority as courier. Courier giving assessment to all proposal, so that priority scale shall no longer be intervened by the Sub-Regency chief and member DPRD, but have more partisipative
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